
MATT MASTRANTUONO 

 
KEY CLIENTS

Director/Producer

PORTFOLIO: mattmastrantuono.com

E-MAIL: mattmastrantuono@gmail.com

Nike, National Geographic, Adidas, Apple, 

Showtime, Columbia University, CBS Sports, 

Obama Foundation, and Pendleton

PHONE: 503.505.1071

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
Directed and produced documentary series in French 

Polynesia for National Geographic's digital channel

AIR JORDAN 
Directed live streams for the launch of the AJXXX and 

AJXXXI at NBA All-Star weekend + Chicago Planetarium

NIKE & APPLE  
Directed live broadcast to key internal stakeholders for 

the Nike+ Apple Watch go-to-market launch

CHASING SARASOTA 
Feature documentary with theatrical release in 30 cities 

on four continents, generating $100K+ in revenue

SHOWTIME

PROJECTS

Wrote and produced for no budget indie feature that 

debuted to Showtime's 23 million subscribers

HYDRO FLASK
Created innovative format for brand storytelling using 

documentary film, live streaming, and AMA with subjects

CBS SPORTS 
Produced 3 short documentaries in 6 days for national 

broadcast, casting subjects from Egypt, India, and US

PENDLETON  
Created short documentary for Pendleton that gained 

over 100,000 views on social media

EXPERIENCE

Head of live video production for Nike and Air Jordan, 

growing account by over $500K in less than 2 years.

Created professional video department, landing major 

accounts, helping secure millions in Series A funding,  

and become an Inc. 500  fastest growing company.

Created documentary storytelling series, Alchemy Club, 

a branded platform utilizing doc shorts, talk show 

format, and an AMA with a live streaming audience. 

BRANDLIVE | 2016 - 2018 

Director of Brand Storytelling

Led all aspects of video production, providing content 

solutions for marketing, sales, branding, and events 

Wrote scripts, coordinated crew, gear, and travel, casted 

talent, managed $90K+ budget, secured locations and 

insurance, directed field production, and supervised 

editorial, scoring, mixing, grading and final delivery. 

 

BRANDLIVE | 2015 - 2016 

Director/Producer

BLURRED LENS PRODUCTIONS | 2008 - 2015 

Director and Founder

Production company focused on documentary film, 

branded content, web series, and live storytelling.

Ran day-to-day operations, pitched clients, managed    

 all projects, tracked financials, and directed, produced, 

and edited every project.

Directed documentary series for National Geographic

Producer for Smartypants Pictures, creating short films 

for Columbia University and Obama Foundation.

FREELANCE | 2018 - Present 

Director/Producer

http://www.mattmastrantuono.com/

